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Key lessons learnt  -  Partnerships 

• 1-3 key 
elements, based 
on experience in 
Argentinta… 

Amongst 
regions 

With 
policy 

makers 

Financial In AIS 
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•  Partnerships between and amongst regions: What are incentives and mechanisms for 
information sharing between and amongst regions? How can synergies be 
identified and used in a way that responds to demands of all involved actors? 
What creates ownership and reliability in partnerships between and amongst 
regions? How can partners manage their scarce resources in an efficient way that 
contributes to the goals of all involved actors? How can the principle of 
subsidiarity be discussed and applied in partnerships in regions? What are do’s 
and don’ts in successful partnerships? 

•  Partnerships with policy makers: What do policy makers and RAS fora expect from 
joint partnerships? How can policy makers be attracted to partnerships with RAS 
fora? What is the value of RAS fora in policy processes and how can RAS fora 
interests’ best be achieved? How can partnerships with policy makers be aligned 
with other RAS activities?  

•  Financial partnerships: What are incentives for financial actors to partner with RAS 
fora? How can RAS fora ensure mutual ownership for activities to enhance RAS? 
How can demand-orientation and accountability be achieved in partnerships with 
financial partners?  What are efficient mechanisms for partnerships between RAS 
fora and financial actors?  

•  Partnering with actors in the agricultural innovation system: What types of partnerships 
between RAS fora and other actors in the AIS enhance RAS? What aspects lead to 
efficient and effective partnerships between RAS fora and other AIS actors? What 
are lessons learnt in regard to ownership of all involved partners? How can the 
appreciation of pluralism in partnerships between RAS fora and other RAS actors 
be increased? What experience exists in regards to enhanced information sharing 
between RAS fora and other AIS actors?  


